Vail Resorts offers several different Adaptive Pass Products for those that qualify for the pass program. Vail Resorts determines eligibility for the Adaptive Pass Program as: anyone determined to have a permanent disability that severely limits one or more major life activities. A permanent disability is a permanent physical, mental or sensory impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities, such as caring for oneself, performing manual tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, learning and working. For those that qualify for the Adaptive Pass Program, the pass options for the 2019-2020 Season are as follows:

- **Child Adaptive Pass for $245** - (children 12 years old and younger) - Valid at Owned & Operated Resorts, see above link.
- **5-day Adaptive Pass for $279** - Valid at Owned & Operated Resorts, see above link.
- **Tahoe Adaptive Pass for $295 or Tahoe Adaptive 5-day Pass for $209** - Valid in Heavenly, Northstar, & Kirkwood only
- **Adaptive Urban Pass for $229 or Adaptive Urban 5-day Pass for $149** - Valid in Mt. Brighton, Wilmot & Afton Alps only

Adaptive Passes are unrestricted (valid every day of the season, from fall to fall) and can be purchased for the same price during the course of the year. Adaptive Passes may also be upgraded to a full season pass at any time throughout the year. Pass Insurance is offered for a small fee and is an option well worth considering in order to protect your investment. Pass Insurance information can be found here:

The Adaptive Pass also gives you the ability to purchase **one Guide / Companion lift ticket per day** for a reduced price, by presenting your adaptive pass at a ticket office on the day of skiing. The guide / companion must be assisting with the adaptive skier/rider at all times. This option is not available in partner resorts. **Six “Ski-with-a-friend” tickets** are also available for friends and family, which are not restricted to skiing / riding with the pass holder. Advanced purchase of Ski-with-a-friend tickets is available online through your online profile, please note the pass holder must be present upon picking up the discounted ticket.

**New and annually renewing Pass holders:** Please complete the 2019-2020 Adaptive Pass application and take it to any Vail Resorts season pass office for verification with any of the options / documents listed below. Once verified, your pass will become active upon completion of payment processing.

- Visual observation of disability (No additional documents needed and only available for in-person purchases)
- Driver’s license noting restrictions
- Golden Access Passport (issued by the Department of the Interior for accessing National Parks)
- Certification from a private Vocational Rehabilitation or other Counselor that states that the person needs an accommodation
- Request / Documentation from a State Vocational Rehabilitation Agency counselor
- Other State issued proof of disability
- Letter or record from a Federal Government agency that reflects the person has a disability
- Letters or medical notes from physician's/medical professionals that request accommodation
- Power mobile device is being used for a mobility disability
- Service animal certification

**To renew your Adaptive Pass** please complete and sign the 2019-2020 Adaptive Season Pass Application and follow the steps below:

**Permanently-Qualified, Renewal Adaptive Pass Purchases Process:**

- Visit any Resort Season Pass Office (not in partner resorts), sign your pass application, select your pass type and provide your payment.
- Mail payment with pass application denoting your pass option to the address below and please allow up to three weeks for processing: Vail Adaptive Program, PO Box 7 - V43, Vail, Colorado 81658

**Renewing Adaptive Pass Holders paying with Credit Card:**

- Call 1-800-842-8062, select your pass type and pay with a credit card via the phone.
- Submit the signed pass application to any resort season pass office (excluding partner resorts) or: Vailadaptiveprogram@vailresorts.com
- Upon receipt of payment & submission of your signed 2019-2020 Adaptive Season Pass Application your 2018-2019 season pass will be re-activated as your new pass for the 2019-2020 season.
We look forward to sharing the Vail Resorts experience of a lifetime with you this season. Check out all our mountains’ individual web sites for more information on adaptive programs at each of our resorts and don’t forget to reserve your lessons early!

Regards,
Vail Adaptive Ski & Ride School
Vailadaptiveprogram@vailresorts.com